BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

Briefly, the present invention contemplates a canopy dimensioned to fit over the top of a baby crib, play pen, or other type of baby enclosure. The canopy is in the form of a covering of flexible material having on a portion of its margin attachment means for tightly securing the covering to the crib top. Positioned interior of the covering margins, is a pair of complementary curved edges that define an access passageway through which the baby can be lowered into or withdrawn from the crib. The edges are mutually connected and disconnected by connection means to close and open the access passageway. Preferably the connection means is a zipper whose pull-tab can be used in a rapid single sweeping motion to quickly open or close the passageway. When a zipper is employed, a patch of material is secured to the upper surface of the covering at a location so as to shield the zipper pull-tab from the baby when the access passageway is fully closed and prevent the baby from opening the access passageway.

The edges are contoured such that when the passageway is fully opened, a segment of covering material adjacent one edge constitutes a flap that depends into the crib interior. The projected lengthwise and widthwise distances of the curved edges exceed, respectively, one-half and one-sixth the lengthwise and widthwise dimensions of the covering to assure that the access passageway is of adequate size for removing the baby. The widthwise distance of the curved edges is less than one-half the width of the covering so that the flap will not contact the crib interior. The latter feature is aimed at preventing the flap, which may be of crescent shape, from harming or interfering with the baby as the attendant is putting the baby into or removing the baby from the crib. In one embodiment, the attachment means, which is separate from the access passageway connection means, may include a pair of cords dimensioned to be secured to upper head corners of the crib and laced through perforations in opposite lengthwise margins of the covering and top post sections of the crib sides. The cords may be pulled tight and their other ends tied to the upper foot corners of the crib to hold the covering taut on the crib top. The widthwise marginal portions of the covering may be formed with retaining loops for receiving stiffening rods that function to assist in maintaining the covering in generally planar shape on the crib top.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

In the drawings:

FIG. 1 is a perspective view of the canopy positioned on a baby crib, showing the canopy with its access passageway entirely closed;

FIG. 2 is a perspective view of the canopy separated from the crib showing how a crescent shaped flap is formed when the access passageway is fully opened; and

FIG. 3 is a cross-sectional fragmentary view taken along line 3—3 of FIG. 1 showing how the zipper pull-tab is shielded from the baby when the access passageway is completely closed.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENT

Referring first to FIG. 1, there is shown a canopy 10 securely positioned on the top of a conventional baby crib 11. Crib 11 includes four corner posts 12, 13, 14 and 15 and a drop side 16 which is mounted for vertical sliding movement between lowered and raised positions on space guide rods 17. Drop side 16 has horizontally aligned upper and lower railings 18 and 19 between which is vertically arranged a series of spaced posts 20. Canopy 10 comprises a rectangular shaped covering 21 fabricated from any suitable flexible material such as...
muslin or nylon mesh fabric. Lengthwise margins 22 and 23 of covering 21 abut the inner faces of the crib top railings such as the railing 18. Alternatively, the lengthwise margins could be strengthened to fold over the top railings. A plurality of perforations 24 preferably strengthened by eyelets or grommets are spaced along margins 22 and 23. Covering 21 is tightly and semipermanently secured to crib 11 by attachment means such as a cord 25 alternately looped in a faced configuration through perforations 24 and woven around the top portions of the posts 20 at their connection points to the upper railings of crib 11. Covering 21 is sized so that it will be fully spread across the rectangular top opening of crib 11. First ends of the cords 25 may be tied to the head corner posts 14 and 15. The other ends may then be pulled tight to make covering 21 taut and tied to the foot corner posts 12 and 13.

With reference now to FIG. 2, the widthwise margins of covering 21 are shown at 26 and 27 and are folded back and stitched at 28 and 29 respectively to define retaining loops 30 and 31. To further assure that covering 21 will be maintained in taut and substantially planar shape, stiffening rods 32 and 33 are disposed in loops 30 and 31. The ends of rods 32 and 33 extend beyond the ends of loops 30 and 31 and may rest on the top railings of the crib adjacent to the guide rods 17 as shown in FIG. 1. These extending ends are suitably tied to adjacent corner posts by the ends of the cords 25 to hold the rods firmly in position.

As shown in both FIGS. 1 and 2, connection means in the form of a zipper fastener 34 having a custom zipper pull-tab 35 is disposed at a central portion of covering 21 interior of its lengthwise and widthwise margins. Pull-tab 35 may be quickly manipulated in a rapid single sweep motion to mutually connect and disconnect zipper mating sections or edges 36 and 37. Edges 36 and 37 are of complementary curved configurations, preferably describing an arc less than 180°.

When concave edge 36 and convex edge 37 are mutually connected as shown in FIG. 1, the baby can be safely and securely confined inside crib 11. When they are completely disconnected, as shown in FIG. 2, an access passageway 38 is defined through which the baby may be put into and removed from the crib. The section of covering material terminating in the convex edge 37 forms a substantially crescent shaped flap 39 that depends into the crib interior to enlarge access passageway 38. Since the covering material is flexible, flap 39 is easily reattached to coplanar relationship with the rest of the covering material when edges 36 and 37 are zipper together again.

Passageway 38 and flap 39 are sized to assure that the baby won't be scraped by the zipper teeth of edges 36 and 37. If the edges merely define a straight line slit, then either the baby could not fit through the slit passageway or he would probably become harmed. Flap 39 is additionally sized to hang into crib 11 only to a height sufficient to not contact an average sized baby or any interior portion of the crib. To accomplish these advantages, and with specific reference to FIG. 2, the projected lengthwise B of curved edges 36 and 37 exceeds one-half the covering length L, and, the projected widthwise distance A of edges 36 and 37 falls between one-sixth and one-half the covering width W.

Referring now to FIG. 3, a patch 40 is secured to the under surface of covering 21, patch 40 being of a size sufficient to fully cover zipper pull-tab 35 when edges 36 and 37 are completely connected together to close the access passageway. Patch 40 serves to shield zipper pull-tab 35 and other terminal portions of zipper 34 from the baby who is then effectively prevented from opening the access passageway and escaping from the crib.

**OPERATION**

Keeping the above construction in mind, it can be understood how many of the previously described disadvantages of prior art canopies are overcome or substantially eliminated by the present invention.

Initially, the covering is attached by the cords in the manner described to effect a semipermanent joining of the canopy and crib top so the baby is prevented from loosening the attachment means to free himself from the crib. The connection means in the form of the zipper is totally separated from the attachment means and, is thus unreachable by the baby, but can be swiftly manipulated by an adult in a rapid single sweeping movement to open the conveniently located access passageway. The flexible flap which hangs into the crib when the access passageway is open is shaped to not contact the crib interior and preferably terminates at a height spaced from the baby. After a baby is serviced, the access opening can be easily closed by a reverse movement.

From the foregoing it will be evident that the present invention has provided a canopy in which all of the various advantages are fully realized.

What is claimed is:

1. A baby crib and canopy for covering a crib combination comprising: a rectangular shaped covering of flexible material capable of being positioned on the top of the crib; attachment means located on the margin of the covering for attaching the covering to the crib, a portion of the covering interior of its margins including complementary curved edges that define, when separated, a substantially crescent shaped access passageway into the interior of the crib, a zipper for mutually connecting and disconnecting the edges so that when the edges are disconnected the access passageway is opened and when the edges are connected the passageway is closed, the edges being contoured so that when they are disconnected covering material adjacent one edge constitutes a flap that depends into but is incapable of contacting the interior of the crib; a patch secured to the under surface of the covering so as to shield the zipper pull-tab from the baby when the access passageway is completely closed and prevent the baby from opening the access passageway; and, a baby crib having a top portion coupled to the baby crib cover.
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